Blur

With echoes of Sunset Boulevard, Michelle
Berrys Blur brings the warped world of
Hollywood stardom into lurid focus.
Tabloid reporter Bruce Dermott has been
waiting seven long years for his moment in
the sun when he strikes pay dirt in Emma
Fine. Emma, a former Hollywood starlet,
has been out of the spotlight for years after
her lover was found dead in her swimming
pool. As Bruce digs deeper he discovers
lives twisted and misshapen by jealousy,
obsession, and narcissism, lives we crave
to hear about today more than ever.

Definition of blur - make or become unclear or less distinct.Blur definition is - a smear or stain that obscures. How to
use blur in a sentence.Blur (stylized as blur) is an arcade racing video game for Microsoft Windows, PlayStation 3 and
Xbox 360 developed by Bizarre Creations and published byBlurs Official YouTube Channel New album The Magic
Whip out now. Album available on CD, vinyl and as a digital download. iTunes /iTMW Amazonblur definition: 1.
something that you cannot see clearly: 2. something that you cannot remember or understand clearly: 3. to (make
something or someone) - 3 min - Uploaded by BlurThe Official Video for Blurs fantastic track Parklife. Taken from The
Best Of Blur DVD which Blur secures ALL the personal information you put online - making it safe, fast, and easy to
login and checkout from your browser, phone, or tablet. Got questionsThis method is a shortcut for .on( blur, handler )
in the first two variations, and .trigger( blur ) in the third. The blur event is sent to an element when it losesWith release
of a new Gorillaz album, the decades-old rivalry resurfaces as Liam Gallagher tweets rudely about Damon Albarn and
his own brother Noel.Blur is the fifth studio album by the English rock band of the same name, released on 10 February
1997 by Food Records. Blur had previously been broadly - 13 min - Uploaded by tish music is big business And these
guys are one of its biggest players! Join http://www Initially, Blur were one of the multitude of British bands that
appeared in the wake of the Stone Roses, mining the same swirling, pseudo-psychedelic guitar pop,Blur may refer to:
Contents. [hide]. 1 Optics and images 2 Arts. 2.1 Music. 3 Other uses 4 See also. Optics and images[edit]. Defocus
aberration, blurring of anto blur a photograph by moving the camera while taking it. To smear, stain or smudge. to blur a
manuscript by handling it while damp. (intransitive) To become
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